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ABSTRACT

Text extraction from images using the traditional techniques of image collecting, and pattern recognition using
machine learning consume time due to the amount of extracted features from the images. Deep Neural Networks
introduce effective solutions to extract text features from images using a few techniques and the ability to train
large datasets of images with significant results. This study proposes using Dual Maxpooling and concatenating
convolution Neural Networks (CNN) layers with the activation functions Relu and the Optimized Leaky Relu
(OLRelu). The proposed method works by dividing the word image into slices that contain characters. Then
pass them to deep learning layers to extract feature maps and reform the predicted words. Bidirectional Short
Memory (BiLSTM) layers extract more compelling features and link the time sequence from forward and backward
directions during the training phase. The Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) function calcifies the
training and validation loss rates. In addition to decoding the extracted feature to reform characters again and
linking them according to their time sequence. The proposed model performance is evaluated using training and
validation loss errors on the Mjsynth and Integrated Argument Mining Tasks (IAM) datasets. The result of IAM
was 2.09% for the average loss errors with the proposed dual Maxpooling and OLRelu. In the Mjsynth dataset, the
best validation loss rate shrunk to 2.2% by applying concatenating CNN layers, and Relu.
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1 Introduction

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) can detect and categorize visual patterns into characters
from a digital text image [1]. The pattern recognition process includes applying a set of image
segmentation, feature extraction, and classification. OCR systems are a combination of pattern
recognition and artificial intelligence techniques. OCR technology assists users in converting various
types of documents, such as scanned papers, pdf files, and images taken by a digital camera, into
editable data [2]. Since OCR technology became PC-based, users can perform OCR on the image
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to recognize the text using their computers, mobile phones, and tablets to select, copy, search, and
edit the text [3]. There are two approaches to optical recognition, either offline or online. The offline
recognition process is used for the preprinted characters.

Nevertheless, online recognition will activate its process while writing the characters. The quality
of the recognition process relies on the quality of the input text (single character or script), either
printed or handwritten [2]. The offline recognition system performance depends on static data such
as bitmap images, making it more complicated than online recognition due to the need for image
segmentation techniques [4]. According to [5], the full availability of online systems is easy to develop,
has good accuracy, and is compatible with tablets and PDFs.

In correspondence to the input data type, the OCR can be classified into two types, the first
is Machine printed recognition which the characters have uniform dimensions [4]. The second is
Handwriting recognition which is more complicated due to various handwritten styles and different
kinds of pen movements by a single user for a unique character [6].

Since the early nineties, a new era of recognition and classification research started by using
deep learning networks (DNN) [7]. DNN performance depends on the initial initialization using
unsupervised pre-training it will give outstanding results and acceptable running time [8]. DNN
proved its superior in speech recognition, Natural language processing, and image classification over
the classical state-of-the-art AI machine learning techniques [9–11]. The unsupervised pre-training
approach is not the only method to train DNN efficiently.

The above-discussed studies revealed that the performance of deep learning applied in text
extraction from images was outstanding. Our contribution is to improve the design of the deep learning
model proposed by [12] by concatenating the first two CNN layers to extract the best features from
both these layers individually and then merge them to be sent to the next layer. Also, propose dual
max-pooling techniques for downsampling the extracted feature size and speeding up the training
phase with maintaining good model performance. In addition, using OLRelu with CNN enhanced
features extraction to include both the positive and negative features as well.

The proposed methodology aims to answer the following questions:

1- Does concatenate CNN layers improve text feature extraction from the word level?
2- How do downsample the size of the extracted features and speed up the training process?

This study aims to recognize handwritten characters from word images more accurately and
reconstruct the words with minimum error per character. Also, the study introduces a model that
reduces the number of epochs and the number of model parameters required to reach the best results
for the training and validation error rates.

2 Related Work

Lately, the attention of researchers has been redirected toward the use of Deep Learning for digi-
tizing handwritten documents in different languages. In the study [13], the researchers used Dropout
to prevent overfitting and speedup running time and this leads to improving DNN performance.
Convolutional Neural Networks are used by [14], Deep belief and Boltzmann NN were also conducted
as an approach to overcome the overfitting issue [8,15]. The [16] and [17] studies discussed extracting
handwritten characters of Urdu and Jawi languages from raw images using CNN and Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN). Other researchers, such as [18,19], discussed cursive and multi scales text
detection in the natural scene images problem but using different approaches, where the study by
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[18] discussed three neural network architectures, namely Visual Geometry Group (VGG16), Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG), and Residual Network (ResNet50), for feature extraction. The datasets
used in their performance test of the proposed approaches were the Incidental Text proposed in the
International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR2015), (MSRA-TD500),
the Focused Text ICDAR2013, Reading Chinese Text in the Wild (RCTW-17), Chinese scene text
dataset (CASIA-10K), and Multi-lingual scene text (MLT-17) Also, while the latter [19] used only
two datasets, the ICDAR2013, and ICDAR2015, to extract features from Region of Interest (ROI)
only. This shift occurred due to cluster computing, GPUs, and better deep learning architecture
performance, which embraces (RNN), CNN, and Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTM) [20].
An interesting study for multi scales object detection was proposed by [21]. The study framework
is divided into two parts, the first part is concerned with extracting features from five CNN layers.
These multi scale features are converted into multi-scale proposal generators by concatenating multiple
Region Proposal Networks (RPN). The proposed methodology showd outstanding results for all
datasets in the experiment. But, the proposed methods suffer from a high computation time and require
a processor with high specifications.

The output of reviewed studies was outstanding, Albeit, the error rates for recognizing characters
are still high. Especially when the text image contains noise such as shadows, cropped characters, and
faded characters.

3 Text Extraction Using Deep Learning

A typical OCR system consists of several components, as shown in Fig. 1. The first step is to
digitize the analog document using an optical scanner. Segmentation techniques can locate and extract
each symbol from the region of interest. The extracted symbols will pre-process to remove noise to
execute the feature extraction step. Recognizing each symbol is performed by comparing the extracted
features to the learned symbol classes from the learning stage. The last step is to reconstruct the words
and numbers of the original text using the context information.

The continuous development of deep learning shows an increasing advantage in the field of
computer vision. Currently, the most popular methods are the top-down approaches [22] based on
CNN and RNN represented by LSTM. After using deep learning methods, the accuracy of text
detection is highly improved.

3.1 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

The traditional recurrent is a one-direction layer that can use the previous context. Sequence
labeling tasks require two directions for processing sequence. So, a bidirectional convolutional
recurrent layer that uses two hidden layers is adopted. These two hidden layers enable the bidirectional
convolutional layer to iterate from forward and backward correspondingly [23]. LSTM networks
combine different gates and memory cells to overcome the vanishing gradient problem. LSTM can
learn essential information and discards unwanted information [12].

3.2 Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC)

The output layer of deep learning architecture for text extraction is the CTC. It calculates the
recognition loss and decodes the output of the previous layers as in Eq. (1) [24].

CTCloss = − log P (y|x) , (1)
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where:

x: training sample, and

y: the produced sequence of labels.

Figure 1: OCR stages [2]

4 The Proposed Methodology

The proposed architecture Fig. 2 comprises CNN block layers, two bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory (BiLSTM) layers, and Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [25].

It starts with reading the images and appending them to the labels and dividing the dataset into
training and validation sets. Next is generating sequences for mini-batches for both training and
validation sets. The training set with size (128, 32) is passed to the first conv1 layer with kernel size (4, 4)
to extract 32 feature maps. Relu or OLRelu from [26] is used to activate these features. The extracted
text features are then passed to the second conv2 layer with kernel size [3, 3] to extract 32 feature maps
and activate them with Relu or OLRelu. The extracted text features from the first and the second CNN
layers are concatenated and pooled with the maxpooling1 layer. The output is then passed to conv3
and then conv4 layers. A second Maxpooling is applied to reduce the size of the features. The reduced
output is convoluted with conv5 and conv6 and (3 × 3) kernel size to extract 64 text feature maps. The
batch normalization layer follows conv5 and conv6.
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Figure 2: Feature extraction flowchart

The output of the conv6 layer is reduced using dual Maxpooling layers (3 & 4). Next, conv7 with
(2 × 2) kernel size is used to extract 64 text feature maps and then pass them to the last Maxpooling
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layer5 (2 × 1). The next step is applying two BiLSTM layers to label the sequences. The output from
BiLSTM layers is passed to the CTC layer. CTC is used to manage the different alignments of the
words. Moreover, it uses as a loss function when time is a variable quantity.

4.1 The Proposed Concatenate CNN Layers and Features Extraction

CNN proposed architecture for text extraction features consists of seven CNN layers, five
Maxpooling layers, and two batches of normalizing layers. The CNN output is used for the feature
extraction step by concatenating CNN layers defined in Eqs. (2) & (3).

Cl1 (i, j) =
∑M

m=1

∑N

n=1
I (i + m, j + n) kr (m, n) , (2)

Cl2 (i, j) =
∑M

m=1

∑N

n=1
I (i + m, j + n) kr (m, n) , (3)

where l1 and l2 are representing the extracted text features from conv1 and conv2 layers. (M, N)

represents the image width and height, (i, j) represents the position of the current feature map. The
output of these two layers is concatenated as in Eq. (4).

C (i, j) = Cl1 (i, j) + Cl2 (i, j) , (4)

The convoluted features C (i, j) are activated with either Relu or OLRelu as in Eqs. (5) & (6) in
sequence:

fC(i,j) = Max
(
xij, 0

)
(5)

fC(i,j) = Max
(
xij, 0

) + xe−∝ min
(
xij, 0

)
(6)

4.2 The Proposed Dual Max-Pooling

Another proposed approach applies dual Maxpooling layers for dual dimensionality reduction of
the text features extracted from conv6. The output of the Maxpooling3 (MaxP3) is the input for the
Maxpooling4 (MaxP4). The proposed dual Maxpooling is illustrated in Eqs. (7) and (8) [27].

Maxpooling3 (i, j) = maxn=0,1, m=0,1, f BN
(i+n), (j+m)

, (7)

Maxpooling4 (i, j) = maxn=0,1, m=0,1, f MaxP3
(i+n), (j+m)

, (8)

i and j represent the current index and f BN and f MaxP3 represent the output features of conv6 after
batch normalization and the output features of MaxP3, respectively.

4.3 The Proposed BiLSTM

The proposed architecture of CNN layers used for extracting text feature maps is presented in
Fig. 2. The sequence of the feature maps is then passed to two cyclic layers of Bidirectional Long
Short Term Memory (BiLSTM). BiLSTM will extract more text feature information from the received
feature maps [28]. BiLSTM can learn bidirectional long-term dependencies between time steps of time
series of sequence data. A single BILSTM comprises dual LSTM layers called causal and anti-casual
counterparts. These two layers process time series in the same way, forward and backward in time but
in opposite time order as shown in Fig. 3 [29].
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Figure 3: Bi-LSTM structure for three consequence steps. The previous → ht−1, the next ← ht+1 and
the current ← ht. The arrows represent forward (→) and backward (←) time steps [12]

4.4 Text Connector

The CTC layer calculates the loss rate during the training and validation phases as Eq. (9). Also, it
is used to output the prediction results in the testing phase. The dimension of the extracted text features
is not appropriate to be fed directly to the CTC layer. The extracted text features from CNN layers
have a 3D tensor (height, width, and number of feature maps). The input to the CTC layer should be
a 2D tensor. So, an additional layer is required and called the transposition layer. Moreover, the CTC
layer has another function decoding the output of the previous layers [28].

CTCloss = −
∑

(y,x)∈s
log P (y|x) , (9)

where:

s: training dataset of handwritten text images (Mjsynth or IAM),

P (y|x): the probability of the ground truth y given to the training sample of handwritten text
images x,

x: training sample of handwritten text images (Mjsynth or IAM), and

y: the produced sequence by the recurrent layers from x.

The CTC works in three main concepts, Encoding the text, Loss function, and Decoding text.
When dividing the characters into 31-time steps as shown in Fig. 4, some characters take more than
one time step, as shown in Fig. 4. The character “J” takes seven-time steps, “o” takes four-time steps,
“y” takes five-time steps, “ f ” takes four-time steps, “u” takes four-time steps, and “l” takes two-time
steps. So, the output from the network using CTC is “JJJJJJJooooyyyyyffffuuuull”. CTC encodes it
by adding a blank character denoted with “-” and then the word is encoded as “JJJJJJJ-oooo-yyyyy-
ffff-uuuu-ll”. Then the encoded text using CTC is trained using BiLSTM layers.

To train the BiLSTM, each image, and its label is given a calculated loss. The results will be a matrix
of the probability (p) for each character at every time step, including the blank. The total probability
equals 1, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4: Dividing the word “joyful” image sample from Mjsynth Dataset into 31-time steps

Figure 5: Matrix of the probability for each character at every time-step

The corresponding character probabilities are multiplied together to get the probability for a single
path. For example the path “j–” the probability is (0.1 × 0.3× 0.7) = 0.021, and for the path “jjjj” the
probability is (0.1×0.2×0.2×0.5 = 0.002). To get the corresponding probability for the given ground
truth, the probabilities of all possible paths are summed up (0.021 + 0.002 = 0.023). The loss can be
calculated by applying the negative logarithm of the probability. The loss can be backpropagated and
trained in the network. The output of the trained BiLSTM is the unseen text images. Then choose the
best path by considering the character with maximum probability at every time step. For example, to
t0 the max probability is for “-” and the same for t1, and t2. So, the output text is “-” For t3, t4, and
t5 the max probability is for character “j” which means the output text is “j”. The CTC merges the
duplicated characters and removes the blanks to get the final decoded text. According to the example
in Fig. 4 the output is “Joyful”.
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5 The Experiments and Results

This section presents and discusses all the experimental results, analyze the results, and conducts
comparisons.

5.1 Experiment 1: Extracting Feature with Individual Max-Pooling

This experiment tests the model’s performance with a set of CNN, Relu (OLRelu), and Max-
pooling blocks. The total number of parameters is 759,103, and the number of trained parameters is
759,103. The results of ten runs are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 6. The results validation averages
for Mjsynth data with OLRelu and Relu are 4.5 and 3.0664, with standard deviations of 0.23 and
0.288 in sequence. While with the IAM dataset, the Validation loss averages are 3.167 and 2.5, with
standard deviations of 0.181 and 0.569 for Relu and OLRelu in sequence. Also, the performance of
OLRelu is better than Relu due to the cropped characters resulting from segmenting the image with a
line of words into separated images with single words. This indicator has increased the ambiguity of
the characters.

Table 1: The train and validation loss rates for individual Maxpooling with Relu and OLRelu for ten
runs

Data Mjsynth IAM dataset

Relu OLRelu Relu OLRelu

Train loss Val loss Train loss Val loss Train loss Val loss Train loss Val loss

Min 2.467 4.2153 3.2674 4.5589 3.501 2.9208 2.2442 2.2568
Max 3.7936 4.9406 5.1372 5.4325 4.2523 3.4787 3.0082 2.639
Avg 3.0664 4.5002 3.9762 5.0096 3.8923 3.1678 2.5885 2.4148
Std 0.4179 0.2395 0.5223 0.2884 0.2291 0.1814 0.2493 0.1310

Figure 6: The average loss rates for individual Maxpooling with Relu and OLRelu for words extraction
from Mjsynthatic and IAM images

The performance of Relu showed less error rate than with OLRelu using the Mjsynth dataset.
Nevertheless, the validation loss rate with OLRleu is less than with Relu using the IAM dataset.
According to Fig. 7, the loss rates using Relu and OLRelu with the IAM dataset are less than with the
Mjsynth dataset. Due to the structure of the Mjsynth data, preprocessing techniques are used to create
it. Such as adding noise shadows and using different image resolutions. It increases the negative feature
maps. Relu works by eliminating all nodes with negative values. On the other hand, OLRelu considers
both positive and negative feature maps, increasing the probability of the character’s misclassification.
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Figure 7: The performance of Relu and OLRelu with (a) IAM dataset and (b) Mjsynth dataset with
individual Maxpooling and no CNN concatenate

For more illustrations, this study chose the best run from both datasets and presented the results
per epoch as in Fig. 8. With the IAM dataset, there was a slight difference in the loss rates between
Relu and OLRelu. On the contrary, the performance of Relu is better than OLRelu with Mjsynth data.
It shows fewer loss rates between epochs 1–32. Then equal to OLRelu for the rest of the epochs.

Figure 8: Samples from the predicted words using the proposed model with individual Maxpooling
with (a) Relu. (b) OLRelu
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The model’s performance with Relu using MJsyenthtic data showed slower divergence than with
Relu. The loss rate reached ten at epoch 5 with Relu and OLRelu at epoch 14. Nevertheless, at epoch
33, the loss rates of both Relu and OLRelu are matched.

Fig. 8a shows samples from the predicted words using Rule and individual Maxpooling for a run.
From the predicted words, we can conclude the following: with the Mjsynth dataset, the word images
are either horizontally, with an angle, or curved aligned. When created, many different text effects were
used, such as adding a shadow, dark or light brightness, thin or thick font, and different font styles. We
noticed that the model could correctly predict most word characters in datasets like “Copyleft” and
“Tragicomedy”. While it missed one or two characters in some words, such as the predicted word
“tostily” and the text in the image is “testily” also the “Surerstition” and in the image, it should
be “Superstition” for the Mjsynth dataset. Similar to the IAM dataset, some words and characters
are correctly predicted like “the”, “to”, and “altered” but some wrongly predicted characters such as
“posstion” instead of “position”, “aren” instead of “Grean”, “olgen” instead of “edges” and more.

Fig. 8b shows samples from the predicted images for both datasets using the OLRelu activation
function. With the Mjsyenthtic dataset, some characters are mispredicted, such as “JAPIING” instead
of “JAPING”, and “bons” instead of “hons”. At the same time, some characters are correctly
predicted, such as “Granulating”, and “Fquivocal”. IAM data also found some correctly extracted
characters, and some are wrong as shown in Fig. 8b for IAM data. The correct extracted words
are “part”, “that”, “No”, “missile”, and painful. Some extraction exhales wrong characters such
as “omelling” instead of “smelling”, disfference” instead of “difference”, and “parience” instead of
“patience”.

5.2 Experiment 2: Extracting Feature with Dual Max-Pooling

This experiment is conducted to study the effect of applying dual Maxpooling layers on elim-
inating the low-valued features with Relu and OLRelu activation functions. The total number of
parameters is 361,696 and the trainable parameters are 361,696.

The results of the validation loss rate for both activation functions of ten runs are presented
in Table 2 and Fig. 9. The resulting validation loss rate for the Mjsynth dataset with Relu is worse
than with individual Maxpooling layers due to the construction of the dataset. The IAM dataset
obtains better results than individual Maxpooling layers. On the other hand, the OLRelu with dual
Maxpooling performed better than with individual pooling layers for both datasets. The validation
loss rate decreased for both datasets with OLRelu.

This can be explained as follow: the dual reduction for the dimensionality of the IAM samples
led to the extraction of the best text feature maps with high values. These features increased the rate
of distinguishing character classes and decreased the loss rates with Relu and OLRelu. While with
Mjsynth data, dual reduction for the dimensionality caused losing important feature maps, which led
to an increase in the loss rates with both Relu and OLRelu.

For further explanation, Fig. 10 presents the performance of both activation functions with the
two datasets for the best run. The performance of Relu with the Mjsynth dataset and dual Maxpooling
showed a high validation loss rate than with individual max-pooling. However, the dual Maxpooling
with Relu and OLRelu enhanced gradient divergence and speed error rates. Also, with the IAM dataset,
the loss rate gradient diverged smoothly with Relu and OLRelu.
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Table 2: The train and validation loss rates with Relu and OLRelu for 10 runs with dual Maxpooling

Mjsynth IAM

Relu OLRelu Relu OLRelu

Train loss Val loss Train loss Val loss Train loss Val loss Train loss Val loss

Min 4.897 5.443 2.618 4.078 1.497 1.891 1.897 2.019
Max 5.222 5.979 3.903 4.465 1.863 2.501 2.066 2.127
Avg 5.056 5.656 3.359 4.317 1.741 2.271 1.984 2.091
Std 0.125 0.179 0.398 0.133 0.102 0.270 0.051 0.032

Figure 9: The validation loss rates with Relu and OLRelu using dual Maxpooling with Mjsynth and
IAM datasets

Figure 10: Relu and OLRelu performance with dual Maxpooling for 40 epochs for (a) Mjsynth data
(b) IAM data

Fig. 11a presents a set from the predicted words for both datasets using Relu. As noticed from the
images, some words are horizontal, and curved, with clockwise and anticlockwise angles, some images
are dark, and some are light with shadows. The model performance is enhanced by overcoming the
overfitting problem that combined Relu and individual Maxpooling with the Mjsynth dataset. Also,
we still have missed characters from words such as “Obressionaly” instead of “Obsessionally”. On
the other hand, some characters are extracted correctly even from unclear or curved images such as
“BEHARPEN” and “commodiously”.

Regarding the IAM dataset with Relu, the model performance is enhanced. The loss rates
decreased noticeably. Some of the missed extracted characters with individual Maxpooling and Relu
are correctly extracted using dual Maxpooling, such as the words “wanted”, “Here”, “up”, and
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“officer’s”. Yet, we still have missed extracted characters such as the words “bte” instead of “late”,
“aljers” instead of “edges”, and “sceukcked” instead of “sczatched”.

Figure 11: Samples from the predicted words using the proposed model with dual Maxpooling with
(a) Relu. (b) OLRelu

Fig. 11b shows some correctly and incorrectly extracted characters with OLRelu activation
functions with Mjsynth and IAM datasets. For the Mjsynth dataset, it shows better performance with
most characters, but it shows the disability to extract characters that have a similar form like “i” and
“l” in the word “Disabites” and they stack to each other. It considers them as three similar characters
and replaces them with one character. Also, it shows more correctly extracted words such as “Biro”,
“SEQUESTER”, “KHUFU”, and “ GREAIPES”. With the IAM dataset and OLRelu, the words
extracted with incorrect characters with Relu are correctly extracted with OLRelu such as “painful”,
and “differences”. But we still have miss extracted characters such as the words “omelling” must be
“smelling”, and “parience” instead of “patience”.

5.3 Experiment 3: Extracting Text Feature with Concatenating CNN Layers

This experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed model with Relu,
OLRelu and concatenate the first two CNN layers. The total number of parameters is 422,839 and
the trainable parameters are 422,839. The experiment aims to improve the value of the extracted text
feature maps to enhance the model performance. The loss results of ten runs are presented in Table 3
and Fig. 12.

The results showed a better performance for the Relu with Mjsyenth data than with the IAM
dataset. But in contrast with OLRelu, it showed better performance with the IAM dataset than with
Mjsynth data. We believe the reason is related to the function of Relu with the negative text feature
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maps. Also, it is due to how the dataset set is collected and processed. The IAM dataset words are
originally segmented from a line-based text. So, some words were cropped from more than one side.
Concatenating CNN layers with Mjsenthetic data enhanced the extracted high values text features
maps. On the other hand, the IAM data concatenating led to an increase in the unimportant features
with negative values, leading to needing more epochs to improve the model performance.

Table 3: The model performance with Concatenate CNN layers

Mjsynth IAM

Relu OLRelu Relu OLRelu

Train loss Val loss Train loss Val loss Train loss Val loss Train loss Val loss

Min 3.453 1.902 2.547 3.221 4.068 4.055 2.301 1.672
Max 3.773 2.962 3.765 3.489 4.321 4.219 2.922 2.841
Avg 3.590 2.222 3.025 3.369 4.201 4.150 2.605 2.165
STD 0.102 0.305 0.450 0.078 0.085 0.047 0.243 0.430

Figure 12: Min, max, and average loss rates of concatenate CNN layers

The model’s performance with both Relu and OLRelu per epoch with the Mjsynth dataset is
shown in Fig. 13 below. As clear from Fig. 13, the OLRelu was slower than Relu in the early epochs,
whereas, with Relu, the validation loss rate reached 5 at epoch five, while with OLRelu, the validation
loss reached five at epoch 9. The model performance with Relu and OLRelu are matched in the later
epochs.

Figure 13: The performance of the model with concatenating CNN and dual Maxpooling layers per
epoch with the Mjsynth dataset

The results for the model with Relu and OLRelu for the IAM dataset are presented in Fig. 14.
The performance of the model with OLRelu showed better results than those with Relu. We need to
run over 40 epochs to gain fewer validation loss rates.
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Figure 14: The performance of the model with concatenating CNN and dual Maxpooling layers per
epoch with the IAM dataset

6 Comparison with State of the Art

Table 4 contains a list of the recent studies’ results regarding text extraction from images problem.
Our proposed method showed better results than the state-of-the-art studies from the presented results.

Table 4: Comparison with state-of-the-art

Study Techniques Dataset Error per character
(EPC)

STD

[24] CNN_BLSTM + CTC IAM 7.9% 0.12
RIMES 4.4% 0.18

[30] CNN_BLSTM + CTC IAM 17.4% -
RIMES 24.3% -

[31] CNN + attention-CTC ADOCR (synthetic) 3.57% -
[32] CNN-LSTM-CTC IAM 13.77% -

CNN-LSTM-
CTC + geometric
augmentation

9.81%

Our proposed CNN + BLSTM + CTC Mjsynth with Relu
model concatenate CNN 2.2221 0.3050

Mjsynth with OLRelu
concatenate CNN 3.36867 0.0780
IAM with Relu
dual max-pooling 2.2707 0.2562
IAM with OLRelu
dual max-pooling 2.09109 0.0319

Table 5: Comparision between individual and dual max in terms of the number of epochs

Mjsynth data
Method No. of Epochs Avg. val loss

Individual max-pooling with Relu 300 6.48
Individual max-pooling with Relu 200 4.5

(Continued)
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Table 5 (continued)

Mjsynth data
Method No. of Epochs Avg. val loss

Dual max-pooling with Relu 40 5.65
CNN Concatenate with Relu 40 2.22
Dual max-pooling with OLRelu 40 4.31
CNN Concatenate with OLRelu 40 3.37

7 Conclusion

The study was proposed to examine using dual Maxpooling for dimensionality reduction. In
addition to using concatenate CNN layers to enhance the feature maps extraction from images. The
highly valued extracted features are passed to two layers of BLSTM with 50 units to extract more
features and find the time sequence between the word characters. The CTC loss function is performed
to calculate the training and validation loss rates by updating the training parameters. The experiments
were conducted with individual max-pooling, dual max-pooling, and concatenated CNN layers. Two
datasets were used; the first is the Mjsynth dataset, and the second is the IAM dataset. The results were
compared to the state of art studies. The proposed approach achieved better results than the state-of-
the-art. Samples reduction, concatenation, and merging of the extracted features from CNN layers led
to activating more related features from the images. The number of parameters of the proposed model
with dual MaxPooling and concatenating CNN layers (361,696 and 422,839 in sequence) is less than
that of using individual MaxPooling (759,103).

The difference between individual and Dual Maxpooling in terms of the number of epochs
required to reach the reported error rate for the Mjsynth dataset is shown in Table 5. The reported
validation error rate for individual Maxpooling for all experiments was only for the last 40 epochs
of 300 and 200 epochs. Since the results kept repeating, we consider only the last 40 epochs for
comparison. As shown dual Mapooling with Relu takes 40 epochs to reach an error rate that is
equivalent to the error rate with individual Maxpooling and Relu with 100 and 150 epochs. This shows
that Dual Maxpooling speeds up the training and reduces the number of epochs. The results are related
to the Mjsynth dataset because it was the first data used to test the proposed method and then apply
the same settings for the IAM dataset.

The study presents samples from the predicted words combined with the original image of these
words. In general, the proposed methods showed better performance in terms of validation loss rate
with OLRelu and IAM datasets than with the Mjsynth dataset. The Mjsynth dataset was created using
a special application and contains shadows and noise. In addition, the created words were rotated at
different angles. These data augmentation techniques led to reducing the value of the image features
and increasing misclassification rates.

The resulting loss (Error Per character) of the state of art studies [24,30,32] with IAM dataset
using CNN. BLSTM and CTC were 7.9%. 17.4% and 13.77%, respectively. While the proposed
CNN concatenation and dual max-pooling showed less loss rate (2.091%, 2.165% in turn) than the
mentioned state of art studies. The resulting loss rate of the study [31] with the Syenth dataset was
3.57%. while with the proposed CNN concatenating the results showed better results (2.22%). The
proposed Concatenating CNN led to improving the quality of the activated features by eliminating
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the noise data represented by the ambiguous samples that contain shadow or mixed text with different
resolutions. But since the number of extracted features increased the time for training the model per
epoch also increased. Also, to speed up training the model a high-specification GPU processor is
requested. With handwritten character recognition problems, handwritten datasets contain different
handwritten styles and sizes. This increases the difficulty of recognizing characters. for future work,
more image enhancement techniques will be applied to improve the quality of the images for better
recognition.
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